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Be swept away to medieval Scotland with USA Today bestselling author Sue-Ellen Welfonder (also

known as Allie Mackay) in an unforgettable tale where a Highland heroâ€™s honor is only matched

by his ladyâ€™s scorching passionâ€¦ Your presence is requested for the marriage ofâ€¦A Highland

BrideCenturies ago, the bride of Reginald of the Victories took her life. The stones of their home

Coldstone Castle iced over, ill fortune plagued the clan and everyone knew the chiefâ€™s dead

bride had cursed them. However, they believed that as long as the clanâ€™s fleet sailed the seas,

the curse would not consume them. But now, the fleet has been destroyed and the clan has lost its

wealth and power. After years on the tournament circuit and warring, Sir Magnus MacKinnon heads

home with enough wealth to rebuild his clan. But he is robbed of his silver. Defeated, he arrives at

Coldstone Castle penniless to find his wily father has married him by proxy, and is already spending

his wifeâ€™s dowry. Magnus is honor bound to bed his new bride, but he refuses to spend any more

of her money. If necessary, heâ€™ll return to the tournament circuit and win another fortune.

However, Lady Amicia proves a greater opponent than any heâ€™s ever faced on the battlefield.

Sheâ€™s after his heart, and her weapon is scorching passion. But before she can win his love, she

must find the saboteur who wants to kill her and keep the curse alive. "A very romantic

story...extremely sexy." ~ The Best ReviewsEnjoy this story filled with Highland magic, fiery passion,

and the beauty of Scotland!Please note: Wedding for a Knight was originally published in 2004 by

Warner Books. This new edition has been entirely rewritten, re-edited, and contains fresh,

never-before-read material.
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The old book that I first read in 2004/2005 ( and loved ) is practically brand new in 2016 ! The old

love Magnus and Amicia shared as youngsters is new again in their present day .For Magnus and

Aimica it was love at first sight those many years ago . Because of their Clans off and on again

feuds, they become separated for years . Although there were attempts to reunite, the pair were not

to be . In the meantime Magnus goes away to become a Tourney Hero . He wishes to earn enough

coin to bring his Clan better living conditions . He also needs to build a new fleet since his

superstitious old laird father believes the Clan lives under a curse . On his way home, Magnus stops

to fight at Dupplin Moor where the Scots take a brutal beating .While he is fighting, his three years of

Tournament coin is stolen . Magnus returns home to discover his father has married him ( by- proxy

) to his forever love, Amicia! She is now a wealthy heiress and also her brothers have endowered

her well. Upon reuniting, Magnus allows his pride to stand in the way of his love. Also his father is

rapidly spending Amicia's bride money to rebuild the Clan's fleet . Amicia burns for Malcom ! She

silently plots to have him set aside his pride and give her his heart. The plot thickens as an insider is

attempting to rid the Clan of either father or son . At the same time, Magnus' addlepated father, the

Clan's Laird is running around expounding the curse and seeing "ghost ships" appear and

disappear but only he can see ! Amicia is not without challenges either . A tiny fae-like beautiful

cousin, that grew up with Magnus, fancies herself his true love. She tries to undermine Amicia.

Amicia feels too curvaceous and bountiful thinking Magnus prefers that body.

Wedding for a Knight by Sue-Ellen Welfonder is a fantastic Medieval/Viking Historical Romance. Set

in Medieval Scotland. Book 3 in the "MacLean" series, but can be read as a stand alone. What a

powerful, and compelling story!I enjoy Ms. Welfonder's vivid descriptions of the Ancient World, using

Scotland as a background. She never fails to amaze me with her storytelling!**"Please note:

Wedding for a Knight was originally published in 2004 by Warner Books. This new edition has been

entirely rewritten, re-edited, and contains fresh, never-before-read material."**Sir Magnus

MacKinnon, made his wealth, by selling his sword arm, warring and on the tournament circuit.



However, when he returns home, to Stonecold Castle, he's penniless, after all his silver was taken

from him, by thievery. Then he returns to Stonecold Castle, only to learn his father has married him

by proxy, to a neighboring clan's daughter, whose dowry is already being used to help rebuild the

clan's fleet and Stonecold Castle... Lady Amicia, knows not what to expect once Magnus returns

home or how he will react when he learns of their marriage.Honor, duty, and passion compel

Magnus to do the honorable thing by his wife, and his clan, but canLady Amicia, heal his wounds, to

find true love? Or is passion the only thing that holds them together? Will they lose everything to a

danger that lurks in the darkness, which some of the clanman believe is a century old curse? Can

Magnus and Lady Amicia find their HEA, and rid the MacKinnon clan of the dreaded curse? Pick up

"Wedding for a Knight", to learn these answers and more.Fast paced, well written tale with

well-developed, captivating and engaging characters. Ms.
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